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1. You probably will need a TM with more than half the required number of TUs (around 14,000 TUs). One language must contain 
definite and indefinite articles. Make a full export of your master translation memory. Name the export file Master TM Data.txt. 

 
2. Create three new translation memories: 

 First, create a new (empty) TM with the same structure and settings as your Master translation memory. (Use the “Create 
from” option.) Call it something like “ASD TM” so you won’t confuse it with your master TM, which you won’t use. You don’t want 
to risk corrupting your master TM. If necessary, reverse the language direction so that the source language contains definite and 
indefinite articles. (Russian doesn’t have them, so I had to make English the source language for my ASD in the example below.)  
 Next, create two other TMs that are identical to the “ASD TM,” including the language direction. Call them something like 
“No Definite Articles TM” and “No Indefinite Articles TM.”  

 
3. Import the data from the Master TM Data.txt file into each of the three new TMs.  

 
4. Now use the Find/Replace option to remove all the definite articles (the the’s, both lowercase and uppercase) from the “No 

Definite Articles TM.” (Replace them with nothing.) The source sentences will be grammatically incorrect, but the significant 
words will still be there. Repeat this to remove all the indefinite articles (the a’s and an’s) from the “No Indefinite Articles TM.” 

 
5. Make a full export from each edited TM. Name the export files No Definite TM Data.txt and No Indefinite TM Data.txt.  

 
6. Import the data from the new export files into the “ASD TM.” The edited TUs will be imported, but any unchanged TUs won’t be.  

 
7. Check to see if you now have 25,000 TUs. 

 
8. If you have 25,000 TUs, then create one or two AutoSuggest Dictionaries from the “ASD TM.” You can create an ASD for each 

language pair direction (i.e. En>Ru and Ru>En). Include the language pair direction in the name of each AutoSuggest Dictionary. 
 

9. If you still don’t have 25,000 TUs, repeat the process by removing all the definite articles (the the’s and The’s) from the “No 
Indefinite TM” (so it now has no articles at all) or all the indefinite articles from the “No Definite TM”. Then export the data to a 
file named No Articles TM Data.txt, and import the data into the “ASD TM.”  

 
10. Since almost every sentence in English contains at least one definite or indefinite article, you probably will have easily doubled 

your TUs. In some cases, one TU may have been turned into four TUs: 1) one with both the definite and indefinite articles, 
2) one with only the indefinite articles, 3) one with only the definite articles, and 4) one with no articles at all. (E.g.: “There is a 
black cat sitting in the window.” “There is a black cat sitting in window,” “There is black cat sitting in the window,” and “There is 
black cat sitting in window.”)  



Example using a Russian-to-English translation memory 
(NOTE: Since Russian contains no articles, the language direction had to be reversed before editing it.) 

 

 


